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' Portrait (Practical)
In Chapter 1

The first unit deals with the basic concepts of drawing a portrait and initialise 
the sources through which you can develop your skills in this field. According 
to the conceps laid for learning to draw portrait. We shall learn how can we 
start drawing portrait in blocks and planes and how can wecolor it and other 
mediums.
In the second unit, we shall discuss various angles and profiles of drawing 
portrait. We shall identify all the methods which make drawing a Partrait 
easier and deal with skill that an artist needs to aquire to create a master 
piece.
In the third unit, we shal learn to capture moods and emotions o\f the model, 
how it is dependable on the basic structure of bones and muscles lying under 
the skin.
The fourth unit deals with, the light falling on the model and capturing it in tints 
and shades in your portrait.

In Chapter 2
The first unit is all about the advanced concepts of portrait - the composition, 
placing of model on paper, the emotions, lighting in different styles.
Unit two deals in painting of a portrait that it is also a professional work. We 
need to acquire more skilld, metods and metrials to work and techniques for 
Creatiom of our own style.

* (3)
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Portrait (Practical)SECTION-A
CHAPTER 1 - BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF DRAWING 

and COLORING PORTRAIT

Unit1:
Study from life: Head Study: blocks of planes and masses, foreshortening 
Relationship of head with neck and shoulders, techniques of colour 
application in monochrome and full colour.
Unit 2;
Study of head, face &feauters from different angel and delineation of 
structural proportions.Study in different profiles {front, side, 2/3rd).
Units:
Capturing of the mood emotion structure and character of the human being. 
Unit4:
Falling of light on head & face and its effect and study. Study of tonal and tint 
valuesofcolours.

CHAPTER 2 ■ ADVANCE PORTRAIT STUDY
I

Unitl:
Portrait: advanced studies complete with foreground and background, 
character and expression, composition of model in different settings.
Unit2:
Development of a personal style.
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CHAPTER-1
BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF DRAWING and COLORING PORTRAIT

UNIT 1: STUDY FROM LIFE: HEAD STUDY: BLOCKS OF PLANES 
AND MASSES, FORESHORTENING RELATIONSHIP OF HEAD WITH 
NECK AND SHOULDERS. TECHNIQUES OF COLOUR APPLICATION IN 
MONOCHROME AND FULL COLOUR.

STRUCTURE
1.0 Objectives
1.1 Introduction
1.1.1 HowtoWorkWith Models For Portrait Painting.
1.2 Study from life :Sizeof Head, Eyes, Eyebrows, Ears, Nose, Mouth, 

Chin
1.2.1 Head Study: blocks of planes and masses
1.3 Foreshortening
1.4 Relationship of head with neck and shoulders,
1.5 Techniques of colour application in monochrome and full colour
1.6 Let us sum up
1.7 Aids to answers

1.0 OBJECTIVES
After reading this unit, you will be able to;
• Describe the right way of working with models,
• Know how The facial features and their placing in proportion to one 

another is done in a portrait making.
• Understand the concept of howthe blocks and planes play an important 

act in making of portrait,
• Define the way of doing Foreshorteningof planes in portrait
• Know the relation of head, neck and shoulders
• Fundamentals of drawing andTechniques of colour application in 

monochrome and full colour.

1.1 INTRODUCTION
We already know how to hold a pencil in the tripod position,The pencil should 
be positioned so that there is equal pressure between the thumb, the side of 
the middle finger and the tip of the index finger. All fingers are bent slightly. 
This is called a "tripod grip" or "tripod pencil grasp", this position ow working 
ntodraw brings more of hold on the pencil and also the drawing.(51
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We come to the study of portrait making for which we need a model. the 
mdelcould :While our features all differ, there are certain standard 
proportions in faces.in order to understand the concept of the planes and 
blocks in a portrait, let’s know one basic fact that while our features differ 
from one another and we all have our unique identities because of this, 
EVEN THEN, there are a few underlying rules which apply.
1.1.1 Howto Work with Models For Portrait Painting 

Geta model foryou.Rememberone very important thing:
A model isn't "doing nothing" while you're painting them, it requires focus to 
sit still without twisting or fidgeting, and is surprisingly tiring.
Whether you’ve got a professional model or a friend posing for you, it's 
important to establish a good working relationship so you get the most from 
the sessions.
Here's how you can do it successfully:
• Firstlyyou, bring clerity to your mind that if you are going to paint a series 

of short poses or a long pose.shortcoul be 15-45 minuts and long could 
go for a period of 3 to 4 hours, and yes don’t forget that the longer one 
does have some tea break in between from time to time.in the mean time 
keep drawing or scribbling something or the other :may be eyes , nose, 
lips - human features, for practicing and utilisinf time.

• You have to have an overall study of the person you are drawing, don’t 
always work from the same angle, move around the model considering 
different viewpoints.

• For a long pose, unless you've thought of something specific in mind, ask 
the model to suggest what they think will be.comfortable.

• Be aware of the model's physical needs. Have a, a fan if it's hot or heater 
to hand if it's cold. Have clean, comfortable cushions and drapes for them 
to sit on. This brings interest in yoUr subject.

• Put a notice on the studio door or the room yoU are working in ,to ensure 
that you concentrate , have privacy and warn off unsuspecting visitors. 
For this is the study time.

• Modelling might be physicallychallenging and boring, especially long 
poses. Avoid it by letting your model know that you appreciate what they
do.

Tips:
• Rather than clock watching and that you're so involved in your work you 

forget to give the model a break, set a kitchen timer for a tea break or 
refreshments.

• How often you break a long pose will depend on your model you can 
increase the capacity by interesting chats and sharing interesting 
experiences of your life, this is definatelly making an excellent relation 
with your model and interesting capturing of facial expressions, stydy of 
the character and emotions b, this all is to contribute ti your portrait. (6)
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1.2.1 HEAD STUDY: BLOCKS OF PLANES AND MASSES.

We are learning about these interesting facts of observing and drawing 
portraitas follows:
Size of Head: The distance from the chin to the crown is the same as from 
the back of the head to the front. Features take up only a small portion of the 
head; a lot of space is needed for the brain! The mid-point of the face, when 
measured from chin to crown, is at the base of the eyes or eye sockets.
Eyes: The space between the eyes is about the same width as one eye. If the 
width of eye is used as a unit of measurement, the head is five eyes wide.
Eyebrows: Extend beyond the eyes on both sides.
Ears: The top of the ears line up with the brow of the nose and the eyebrows, 
and the bottom of the ears with the tip of the nose.

I
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Now let's place theround in a square.
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We have squared the rounded form into planes.
Thepurpose is to use them as a basis for rendering light , half tone and 
shadow , in thet terms and at the same time presenting the and preserving 
the main structural forms . when we soften the edges of the planes to the 
degree that we are satisfied with the out come of the basic portrait.
Nose; The bottom of the nose is the midpoint between the eyes and the chin.
Mouth: The corners of the mouth align with the center of the eyes (if you're 
not smiling). The line where the two lips meet is slightly above the halfway 
point between the end of the nose and the chin.
Chin: The mound of the chin starts at the inner corners of the eyes.

1.2.2 BLOCKOFPLANESSMASSES
The planes are theoretical flattening of rounded forms as well as actual flat 
areas .in art an extreme smoothness and roundness of form tends toward 
the‘photographies’
The use of planes gives more of individualquality .no two artists will see 
planes alike. Squareness of rounded form imparts a certain ruggedness and 
vitality. “ see how square you ca make the round.”Heir is the round form set 
into planes areas of light, middletone, and shadow.lets understand it to 
produce effective and desird results

if BLOCK OF PLANES $ MASSES

(8)
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Front profile

Observe the profile and bring out the 
basic planes of forehead , eyes, 
cheeks, nose, chin ,ears in the 
manner it is shown in the sketch . and 
then the rendering or the softening of 
the planes and masses is done.

Side profile

{91
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Portrait (Practicai)remember!! When ypu are working 
without a modei or copy, you draw the 
planes FOR the light, middletone and 
shadow. When working with themodel 
or copy ,ypu draw the planes FROM the

Basically, therer are no set of planes which fit the figure at all times, since the 
surface form changes with the movement of muscles of the face and its 
structutr, , planes are defined mainly to show how the forms can be 
simplified . when working on live model or copy you still work fon light, 
middletone and shadow. Avoide overpowering of the confusion of tones. 
There is no set rule for planes ,yoU draw them as yop think , best to suit the 
subject.

1.3 FORESHORTENING
Let us start, then, with the form in the sim-plest possible terms. By drawing 
block forms wecut out the extreme subtleties of halftone. Con-tinuing a plane 
as a single tone on a surface aslong as we can before turning it in another 
direc-tion is simplification, or massing. Actually thefigure is very rounded. 
But rounded surfacesproduce such a delicate gradation of light andshadow 
that it is difficult to approach withouta simplification and massing of 
thesetones.Strangely enough, the simplification is a good deal better in the 
end than the exact photo-graphic and literal interpretation. It is some what 
like trying to paint a treeby painting every leaf instead its big forms of bulk 
and then the intricate details .After we have mastered the larger plane, we 
can soften it at its edges to mold it into the more rounded form, while 
retaining all we can of the bigness of conception. Or, we can start with abig 
block, as the sculptor would start with ablock of stone or marble. We hew 
away the ex-cess and block in the general mass that we want. We 
thensubdivide the big, straight planes into smaller ones until the rounded 
effect has been produced. It is like going around a circle with a series of 
short, straight lines. You may ques-tion why we do not at once proceed to 
the fin-ished, smooth, and round form. The answer isthat in a drawing or 
painting,something of theindividual procedure and structural qualityshould 
remain. When it is too much smootheddown and polished, it becomes 
entirely factual.The camera can do that.

(lO)
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In a drawing, however,"finish" is not necessarily art. It is the interpre-tation 
and process of individual conception thatis art and that has value. If you 
include all theliteral facts and actualities, the result will beboring. It is your 
selection of relevant facts thatwill create interest.A sweeping conception 
car--rieswith it vitality, purpose, and conviction.
Themore detailed and involved we get, the less forceful and powerful is your 
message.
We can take a compass and draw a circle perfectly, but we have left no trace 
of ourselves in what wehave set down that part of it which goes back into 
space, as seenby the eye of the observer. This is foreshorten-ing.
Actual measurement of length cannotbe made, We must think of the 
contours and form as sections lined up one behind the other. An outline is 
rarely sufficient, however, to representthe receding sections; most often 
halftone andshadow are needed as well, are an interpretation of therounded 
figure flattened into planes that go a step further than our simplest block 
forms, we place the simplified form of the head under various kinds of 
lightingwhich we willlearn in Unit -4.

1.4 Relationship of head with neck and shoulders
Here the surface is con-ceived of as having mass and bulk. The effect 
issculptural. it is looking at our mannikin a littledifferently. if we are to 
compose the mannikinof simplified blocks, how shall we to arrive at a 
massed orbulk effect. This is the real approach to "solidity"in your work: 
actually thinking of the mass,bulk, and weight of it.With this approach, we 
take the
art-storewoodenmannikin and use it as a basis for settingup a figure We go a 
step further withthemannikin on page 73 and attempt to elimi-nate the 
stiffness of the jointed parts, still think-ing though in terms of masses. 
Retaining these terms we take solids (page74) and tip them, remembering at 
all times what each section of the mass would be and where it belongs in 
relation to the whole.

(11)
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Portrait (Practical)1.5 Techniques of color application in monochrome 

and full color

"Drawing can be defined as the making of marks--lines and shapes formed 
with pen, pencil, brush, or chalk on a flat surface, usually paper.techniques 
of painting Partraitin colorare often seen as the most immediate and 
spontaneous expression of the workings of an artist's mind. When made in 
preparation for another work a drawing is generally closer than the finished 
project to the artist's initial observations and ideas and remains open to 
further experiment and revision. Even when a drawing is made as a 
complete and finished work in itself, it still has a quality of freshness and 
intimacy.
studies together in a final composition." A good drawing is the base for an 
excellent coloring.
1.5.1 Portraits: Palette

The finished drawing brings the elements of the sketches and

Many mixtures are recommended, but it’s essential 
not to mix more than three pigments plus white if 
brilliancy is to be retained. A little blending is 
acceptable but much better is to apply patches of 
paint with flat or filbert brushes and leave alone. 
Remember that shadow areas are an extension of 
the lit side, so use the same ingredients but vary 
proportions slightly

Abbreviations in the mixtures that follow are;
Titanium White = W Cad. Light Yellow = y Cad. Yellow = Y Cad. Light Red = r 
Cad. Deep Red = R Cobalt Blue = b Ultramarine = B Viridian = V Raw Sienna 
= s Burnt Sienna = S Raw Umber = u Burnt Umber = U Light Red = L Yellow 
Ochre = O Phalo Blue = P Permanent Rose = M Naples Yellow = N Venetian 
Red = E
These are some recommendations in books devoted to the art of portraiture.
General complexions: W + s + L + b
Softer general complexions: W + s + V + b
Children’s complexions: W + N + L + V
Medium dark (yellow) complexions: W + O + S + B
Medium to dark complexions: W + s + M + b
Red hair. W + O + S + M + b
Dark brown hair: W + 0 + U + B
Black hair: B + M + U
Grayhair:W + u + b

. t-.

/j
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1.5.2 Techniques of color application in Monochrome
As we have learnt in the earlier units abot the drawing of head $ face in 
blocks, $ planes . We further your learning of coloring in momochrome step 
by step for this we thake vine charcoal as the medium.
Step 1
Create a field of gray - Vine Charcoal:
Break off a small section and use the broad side to cover your entire page. 
Blend with a paper towel or soft cloth. Repeat until you've achieved the 
desired gray (I like to get my paper to a medium gray, but you can go all the 
way to black if you prefer).
Step 2
Sketch out your own Portrait! with - Vine Charcoal:
Sit infront of amirror ,you yourself are a model,
Keep the angle intact.
Have a source of light for light and shadow play
Erase mistakes easily by blending them back to gray using a paper towel.
steps
Draw Shadows - Vine and Compressed Charcoal:
At the beginning stages stick to the vine and the hard (lighter) compressed 
charcoal. Introduce the softer (darker) compressed charcoal in the final 
stages of your drawing to represent the darkest parts of your still life.
Step 4
Blend Values - paper towel, fingertips or blending stump:
Create gradual gradations and soften values. If you don't want to get your 
hands dirty use a paper towel, soft cloth or blending stump instead of your 
fingertips-or wear powder free surgical gloves.
steps
Draw Lights - Kneaded Eraser:
Reveal some of the white paper using this soft, pliable gray eraser to to 
represent the lighter areas of your still life.
Step 6
Draw Highlights - Gum & White Erasers:
Use the harder erasers to find the lightest lights & highlights.
Step?
Draw Details:
Once you have your basic values blended you can draw the details right on
top.
steps
Spray fixative on yourdrawing (Optional):(13)
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This keeps your (jrawing from smudging once it’s completed. Buy spray 
fixative at any art store. If you want to store your drawing so that you can 
work on it over time use a "workable" spray fixative.
IMPORTANT! You must take your drawing OUTSIDE for this step. Avoid 
breathing the hazardous spray. Read the warning label and follow directions.
Colored portrait :Step by step coloring

Painting Step1
When stsrting portrait, you begins 
by establishing the size and 
placement of the figure's head on a 
stretched canvas, and then the 
drawings s the elements of the 
model's face.

Painting Step 2
Once you ares confident about your 
drawing, thhen apply color in the 
warm shadows In the hair, along the 
side of the face, and in the neck 
area, gradually giving life to your 
portrait.

Portrait Painting Step 3
now paints the shadows in the lower 
third of the face.

Portrait Painting Step 4
now lets lightens the value of the 
flesh color and paints the middle 
third of the face; then he uses an 
even lighter color to block in the 
forehead.

(U|
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t

Portrait Painting Step 5
Remember that efore refining the 
painting of the face, youe must block ie 
paint the blocks in the background and 
blouseie the clothes to have references 
with which to judge the relative value 
and color temperature of the flesh tones.

We now bring finalising of the features 
and the details of the portrait.the 
personality of the model is brought 
about with intricacy of giving 
impressiveness in the eyes with 
highlights on the face.as required.
The portrait is finalised.

1.6 Check your progress-2
We learnt how o draw and color portrait, which we will repeat in another 
portrait step by step, as follows in

115)
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Step wise model study
step-1 to step-6

Take more pages for practice

1.7 LETS US SUM UP
These types of painting in monochrome and color are compulsory to all 
those who wants to create a masterpiece.
These types of portraitvpainting in monochrome and color are compulsory 
to all those who wants to create a masterpiece.

(16)
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study of head, face &feauters from different angel and delineation of 
structural proportions.

STRUCTURE

Objectives 

Introduction
2.1.1 Study of head from different anglesand delineation of structural 

proporations
Study of feauters from different angels

2.0
2.1

2.2
2.2.1. Eyes
2.2.2 Ear
2.2.3 Nose
2.2.4 Drawing Hair
1.6 Let us sum up
1.7 Aids to answers 

Answer to check your progress

2.0 OBJECTIVES
After reading this unit, you will be able to:
Draw ad sketch facial features
Get the knowledge of drawing head and features frem different anfgles/ 
pofoles

2.1 INTRODUCTION
There must bea positive balance of the two sides of the face.The spacing 
between the eyes must be right inrelation to the skull. The perspective or 
view-point of the face must be consistent with theskull also. The placement of 
the ear must beaccurate, or a rather imbecillc look results. Thehairline Is 
extremely important because it notonly frames the head but helps to tip the 
face atits proper angle.The placement of the mouth at its proper dis-tance 
between nose and chin can mean the dif-ference between allure and a 
disgruntled pout.To summarize, draw the skull correctly fromyour viewpoint 
and then place the features prop-erly within it.

(171
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2.1 studSy of head from different anglesand delineation of structural 
proporations

'r

f

THE BASIC UNDERLYINF STRUCTURE OF A FACE ISAS WE KNOW IS 
SKULL

(18)
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Step1.
This step dictates the entire head drawing, and or pose for that matter if you 
are attaching flesh to it. We Start with a sphere, freehand wili do, so long as 
it reads as a bail. You are going to divide the sphere into halves, then 
fourths. There will be 8 sections total. Think of this as a 3D sphere, which 
you should do anyway, because what you draw will ultimately be 3 
dimensional. Once the sphere has been evenly divided you are going to 
find the golden cross section that dictates and determines the size, shape, 
tilt, character, and proportions of the head to be drawn. The cross section 
determines where the brow line begins, and divides our face plane in half 
with a centerline. These divisions also help determine where the ear will sit 
on the side of the head.
Consider the head a ball, flattened at the sides,to which the facial plane is 
attached. The planeis divided into three equal parts (lines A, B, andC).The 
ball itself is divided in half. Line A be-comes the earline, B the middle line of 
the face,and C the line of the brows. The spacing of the features can then 
be laid out on these lines. Theplan holds good for either male or female, 
thedifference being in the more bony structure, theheavier brows, the larger 
mouth in the male. Thejaw line in the male is usually drawn moresquarely 
and ruggedly. In this chapter are studies of the skull and itsbony structure, 
as well as

the muscular construction and the general planes of the mate head. The 
individual features are worked out in detail. The heads are of varying ages. 
Since no two faces are alike, for you the best plan is to draw people rather 
than stock heads.

Step 2-Now that you have the cross section 
established, the next thing you will do is 
divide the head into thirds. This is the 
golden division you will use to lay all of the 
feature elements of the skull upon, i.e., the 
eyes, nose lips, ears, and so on... The 
primary, or stock look for the average human 
is even divisions between these thirds. But 
once understood, these divisions will be 
your guide to drawing charactures, 
character types for stories, or whatever.

N
/
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These divisions are as important as 
the golden cross section that began 
all this. The upper third is what you 
start with, 
divisional units of the
skull, i.e. it creates the volume to 
which the other 2/3rds will be 
measured. The upper 1/3rd is from 
the hairline to the brow line.

This establishes the

The 2nd division establishes the location for the 
nose, ears, and eyes. Remember, when you find 
the nose, you have also found the ears. They follow 
the top of the nose, or brow ridge, and the bottom of 
the nose division evenly with just about everyone. 
Knowing this will help you. I see many drawings and 
paintings where the ears look like they were pasted 
on to the skull after the fact because of little or no
understanding of proper proportion, or placement 
were privy. The middle divisions go between the top

of the brow, to the base, or bottom ofthe nose.
The lower 3rd sets up where your mouth goes, and finishes the skull with 
locating the bottom ofthe chin. Thus, this lower 3rd goes from the bottom of 
the nose to the bottom of the chin. These divisions of thirds wrap entirely 
around the skull. These divisions remain evenly proportioned no matter 
what the tilt of the head is. So if the head is looking straight up, all the 
divisions will be shrunk down to little segments, but still even in their division. 
This is soooo important in placing all the features on the head.
The side division ofthe head helps place the ear in its correct position, to the 
left of the vertical division line for the right ear, and to the right ofthe vert line 
on the left side of the head.
This vertical division also tells ^ 
you where the jaw begins, ' 
since it attaches to the skull 
just in front ofthe ears. /Q.

■*f %
When it is all said and done.
and this golden division of 
thirds is well understood, and 
heavily practiced to the point of 
intuitive understanding, the 
rules of proper thirds can be 
broken.

• r

This is where
(20)
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character types are created. They don't necessarily follow proper spacing 
and placing, but rather take on their own divisions. This is valuable 
information for spacing and placing the features on the face. I can’t stress 
this stuff enough. I see many a drawing and painting that just didn’t quite 
work because these basic principals weren’t known. Remember it well, 
and you will always draw a properly divided, and proportioned head, or head 
attached to a body in a figure drawing.

Here I basically summed up what it all means when it is said and done. This 
head took about 3 minutes to draw because I know the principals of drawing 
a well done head, and we have to practiced them repeatedly

(21 1
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I Begin by drawing with straight the general outline of 
the head..\J

i
/

Then draw the general direction of the neck from 
its center, just above the Adam's apple, to the pit, 
at the junction of the collar bones. Now outline 
the neck, comparing its width and length with the 
head.

Draw a straight line through the length of the face, 
passing it through the root of the nose, which is 
between the eyes, and through the base of the nose 
where the nose centers in the upper lip.

Draw another line from the base of the ear at a 
right angle to the one you have just drawn.

On the line passing through the center of the face, 
measure off the position of the eyes, mouth and 
chin. A line drawn through these will parallel a line 
drawn from ear to ear, intersection, at right angles, 
the line drawn through the vertical center of the 
face.

I1-
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character types are created. They don’t necessarily follow proper spacing 
and placing, but rather take on their own divisions. This is valuable 
information for spacing and placing the features on the face. I can’t stress 
this stuff enough. I see many a drawing and painting that just didn’t quite 
work because these basic principals weren’t known. Remember it well, 
and you will always draw a properly divided, and proportioned head, or head 
attached to a body in a figure drawing.

With straight lines, draw the boundaries of the 
forehead, its top and sides, and the upper border of 
the eye sockets. Then draw a line from each cheek 
bone at its widest part, to the chin, on the 
corresponding side, at its highest and widestpart.
If the head you are drawing is on a level with your 
eyes, the lines you have just drawn will intersect at 
right angles at the base of the nose and if both ears 
are visible and the line from the ear extended 
across the head, it will touch the base of both ears.

Consider the head as a cube, the ears opposite each other on its sides or 
cheeks and the line from ear to ear as a spit or skewer running through 
ratherthan around the head.
If the head is above the eye level, or tilted backward, the base of the nose 
will be above this line from ear to ear. Or should the head be below the eye 
level or tilted forward, the base of the nose will be below the line from ear to 
ear. in either case, the head will be foreshortened upward or downward as 
the case may be and the greater the distance the head is above or below the 
eye level the greater the distance between the line freom ear to ear and the 
base of the nose.
You now have the boundaries of the face and the from plane of the cube. 
The features may now be drawn in.

(23)
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Perspective refers to the effect of distance upon the appearance of objects 
and planes. There are to be considered parallel perspective, angular 
perspective and oblique perspective.
Parallel lines which do not retreat do not appear to converge. Retreating 
lines, whether they are above or below the eye, take a direction toward the 
level of the eye and meet at a point. This point is called the center of vision, 
and it is also the vanishing point in parallel perspective. In parallel 
perspective, all proportions, measurements and locations are made on the 
plane that faces you. So in drawing a square, a cube or a head, draw the 
nearest side first.

Unless a head is at eye level it must necessarily be in perspective. When a 
head is above the spectator, obviously he is looking up. Not only is the head 
in perspective, but every feature of the face; eyes, nose, mouth, ears. Like 
the barnacles on the hull of a ship, the features follow the lift. In the same 
manner they follow the upward trend, or its reverse. Everything to that is 
secondary. The features must travel with the mass of the head.
Perspective must have some concrete shape, form or mass as a basis. A 
cube or a head seen directly in front will be bordered by parallel lines; two 
vertical and two horizontal. These lines do not retreat, and therefore, in 
appearance remain parallel. As soon however, as they are placed so that 
they are seen from beneath, on top or from either side, they appear to 
converge. This convergence causes the further side of the object to appear 
smaller than the nearer side.
First-Retreating lines whether above or below the eye tend toward the level 
of the eye.

(24)
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Second-Parallel retreating lines meet at the level of the eye. The point 
where praliel retreating lines meet is called the vanishing point.
As objects retire or recede they appear smaller. It is the first rule of 
perspective-on this, the science of perspective is built.
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When an object is fumed to right or left, so that the lines do not run to the 
center of vision, then the center of vision is not their vanishing point and the 
object is said to be in angular perspective.
When an object, such as a cube, is tilted or turned from the horizontal it is 
said to be in the oblique perspective.
Take a circle for an illustration. Draw a horizontal line through its center, then 
a line at right angles. Where they intersect place a point of sight. Should a 
head be placed directly in the center of this circle the center of the face 
would correspond to the root of the nose, on a line level with the lower 
border of the eyes. The horizontal line is called the horizon and is at eye 
level at the height of the eye. The feaure will parallel the horizontal line.

If the head remains in the same position and the observer steps to one side, 
the side of the head comes within the range of vision and the relative 
positions of the head and features are perspectively changed, but not the 
proportions. The distance away is the same./
Looking directly toward the corner of a head at close range, it would be 
necessary to change the point of sight. The lines that were parallel with the 
horizon are longer parallel, but drop or rise to meet the horizon at some point 
to form vanishing points.

/ S

X'

(26)
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2.2.1 Eyes
Eyes are said to be the windows to the soul. 
Curses are cast through the use of an “evil eye.” 
“Look into my eyes” is a common phrase used 
by hypnotists. With all the Importance placed on 
eyes, it's a good idea to put extra effort Into 
drawing them well.
Remember, the eye is set into the skull and the 
eyelids and eyebrows jut out. That's going to 
create some Important shadows to be aware of. 

This becomes very Important in drawing an eye from the side. Notice the iris 
and pupil from this angle are flattened into a very oblong oval. Finally, 
realize that the iris is not perpendicular from the ground — it tilts up slightly. 
Above the eye socket, or orbit, the frontal bone is buttressed and of double 
thckness. The cheek bones beneath are reinforced and the entire bony 
structure surrounding the eye is designed to protect this vulnerable and 
expressive feature of the face.
The eye, cushioned in fat, rests inthis socket. In shape, the eyeball is 
somewhat round. Its exposed portion consists of pupil, iris, cornea and the 
"white of the eye." Due to the transparent covering, or cornea, which fifts 
over the iris, mush as a watch crustal fifts over a watch, making a part of a 
smaller sphere laid over a larger one, the eye is slightly projected in front.
It is the upper lid which moves. Its curtain, when closed, is drawn smoothly 
over the eye; when open, its lower part follows the curve of the eyeball, like 
the roll top of a desk, folding in beneath the upper part and leaving a wrinkle 
to mark the fold. The transparent cornea of the eye, raised perceptibly and 
always partly covered by te upper lid, makes this lid bulge. This bulge on the 
lid travels with the eyeball as it moves, whether opened or closed.

m

When drawing eyes, keep the following in mind:
The eye does not have a symmetrical shape.
The eyebrow is hardly ever very close to the eye.
Eyelashes are better drawn as a mass especially lower lashes.
The iris is partially covered by the 

upper eye lid.
The pupil should be in the middle of 
the iris.
The iris and pupil should be round — 
not oval.
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The lower lid is quite stable. It may be wrinkled and slightly lifted inward, 
bulging below the inner end of the lid. The lashes which fringe the upper and 
lower lids from their outer margin, shade the eye and sen/e as delicate 
feelers to protect it, the upper lid instinctively closing when they are touched.
2.2.2 Ear

The nose is In the center of the from plane of the face. Its shape is 
wedgelike, its root in the forehead and its base at the center of the upper lip. 
As it descends from the forehead it becomes larger in width and bulk, and at 
its base it is held up in the middle and braced from the sides by cartilages.
The bony part of the nose descebds only half way from its root and is 
composed of two nasal bones. The lower part is composed of cartilages, 
five in all: two upper, two lower laterals and one dividing the nasal cavities.
Two wedges meet on the nose, a little above the center at a point called the 
bridge of the nose. The direction of one is toward the base of the forehead 
between the eyes; that of the other toward the end of the nose, diminishing 
in width as it enters the bulbous portion at the tip.

(281
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2.2.4 Drawing Hair <
When drawing hair, beginners often focus on drawing individual strands, 
losing sight of the big picture. The result is usually a very bad hair day. It's 
more effective to consider the hair as one mass.
To start, sketch a hairline onto the head you've drawn. Unless you're 
drawing a short haircut, this line is for your visualization purposes only. 
Divide the hair into units. If the hair is parted, each side of the part is a unit. If 
the hair is pulled back into a ponytail, the ponytail is a unit. If the hair is 
layered, each layer is a unique unit.
Rough each unit of hair onto the scalp. Remember to follow the contour 
lines of the head. Wherever appropriate, attach the hair to the hairline. Use 
a loose, sketchy line. Starting with a firm line can result in hard-edged, 
plastic-looking hair.
Try to keep the hair wavy and full. The common error is to draw the hair too 
close to the scalp. This leaves the hair in the drawing looking flat. When 
drawing hair, err on the side of extra volume.
Now you're ready to start drawing individual strands of hair. You’ll indicate 
the strands of hair in the shadows and leave the highlights white. Shadow 
areas are on the side of the skull that faces away from the light source and 
under hair that lifts away from the scalp. Pay special attention to the units 
that overlap. When two layers of hair overlap, the higher one will cast a 
shadow on the lower one. Don't forget the shadows caused by a part in the
hair.
The strands should correspond to their units. If the unit goes back across 
the scalp, so should the strands. If the unit flips up and falls down into the 
face, the strands should reflect this. If the hair is pulled tightly back across 
the scalp, the lines should reflect this in being orderly and evenly spaced.

(29)
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In drawing curly hair, the same principles apply. Consider the curly area one 
unit. Draw lines indicating curly strands where the shadows would fall 
across the unit. Resist the urge to fill the unit with curly strands, as this will 
actually leave the hair looking flat and dimensionless.
Now that you've indicated shadows and left highlights, you may choose to 
include some middle tones between the two. Use a lighter, looser stroke 
than you used to indicate shadow areas. Remember to make these strokes 
follow the contourof the overall area as well.
Comic book artists will want to consider the effect of outside forces on hair. 
Too often, the hair on these characters remains the same whether the 
person is standing, running, flying, or swimming. Attention to this detail — 
especially in a scene where a character is recoiling from a forceful blow — 
adds considerable drama.

The head on the left is a "realistic” cartoon; the one on the right is 
exaggerated. But even in the exaggerated drawing, the cartoonist has 
chosen to use a grid and the features are still somewhat realistic.
In the end, every minute you spend learning to draw convincing features will 
benefit your cartooning immensely. Don't be fooled by the finished work of 
the cartoonists you admire. Rest assured, they started at the same place. 
As always, it's where you go from there that defines your art.
You shoud draw entire pages of at least a dozen drawings on the page. 
Repetition is the KEY to successful drawing, you understand volume and 
proportion to a logical degree. Drawing the heads repeatedly over and over 
again is boring to only those who refuse to learn. Interesting to those who 
are curious, and fascinating to those who need to know.
Answer to check your progress 

Here is an assignment
So the assignment is to do dozens of these wire frames, 
attach the chin, find the ear and the nose, like the one in step 
two. Different tilts, and different angles. I want to see 
proper division. No guess work, you have the rules in front (30)
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of you, follow them closely, and I guarantee you next time you draw some 
figure in a scene or in a pose of some sort, that head is going to look.well 
constructed from a proportion stand point, because you took the time to 
learn those principals of head division and will never stop using them

I

(31 )
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Capturing of the Mood, Emotion Structure and Character of Human 
Being

STRUCTURE
3.0 Objectives
3.1 Introduction
3.2 Capturing of the mood , emotion structure $ character of the human 

being
3.2.1 Capturing of mood,emotion
3.2.2 Concept of strucyture

• Male and Female Characteristics
• Racial Differences
• Age Differences

3.3.3 CharaczUer of human being
3.4 Let us sum up
3.5 Aids to answers

3.0 OBJECTIVES
After reading this unit, you will be able to:
Create Partrait.With the proper understanding of basic traits of structure of 
face of man and woman .with the essence of character in it.
Get the full knowledge of applying fundamentals of bringing emotion and 
character in portrait

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Since the final result depends on how well you do the first stage. Using the 
shades, show the forms and the volumes. Notice the small details on the 
eyes, the mouth, mood , emotion structure etc of the person you are making 
portrait of.

132)
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character of the human being

/

,vb)

3.2.1 Capturing of mood, emotion
“the concept to convey this small little 
girl alone in this long hallway and yet 
she is not distressed; in fact she is 
intently and comfortably aware of the 
bigness of life around her] her courage 
and peaceful contemplation in such a 
“lonely" surrounding.”

the sought to convey in the girl’s portrait were exactly 
what are received in viewing it. The fact that such I 
emotions are visible even in her small Image of the ■ 
painting. She used every element of the portrait H 
-face, body, and clothing, and the overall Bl 
composition of the painting - to express her 
meaning. IS

f: p

3.2.2 Concept of strucyture 

Male and Female Characteristics
Men and women are drawn using the same grid. There's no difference in the 
methods for drawing their hair. But, obviously, men are drawn different from 
women. Paying attention to simple details will not only keep your drawings 
from looking androgynous, it will give your characters a deeper personality.
• Male Facial Features
Masculine features are angular. There are very few soft curves to a man's 
face. The cheekbones, the nose, the mouth, and the eyes are drawn using 
sharp angles. It is also advisable to draw masculine features with a little 
additional weight in mind. For example, the end of the nose has a blunt or 
round edge — almost never pointed or upturned. The eyebrows can be 
heavier and more prominent. The same applies to the forehead, which can 
be drawn at a slightly flatter slope and can jut out over the eyes to a greater 
degree.
Other features are better drawn with fewer lines. For example, a man’s eyes 
are drawn quite simply — with no embellishment around the eyelashes or(33)
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brows. Also, a man's lips are hardly ever completely drawn in a cartoon. The 
result is awkward and distracting. Most cartoonists draw a simple line for the 
mouth and a smaller line underneath that indicates the bottom of the lower 
lip. The mouth line follows the contour of the bottom of the upper lip, and the 
lower lip line follows the two muscles under that lip. ;
• Female Facial Features
Women's features are described by their curves. There are very few hard 
edges or angles on a female face. The cheekbones, eyebrows, and mouth 
are all drawn with graceful, curved strokes.
Feminine features are usually light and less dramatic. For example, the 
forehead has more of a curve than a slope — and it rarely is shown as 
protruding over the eyes. The eyes recede into the skull, but at a less 
noticeable degree than on men.
In comic books, female noses are almost always thin, pointed, and tilted 
slightly upward. The nostrils are small and don't flare at the edges. Eyes are 
more pronounced, due to exaggerated eyelashes and brows. Finally, both 
upper and lower lips can be drawn completely without an awkward result. 
Remember, though, the bottom lip is thicker than the upper lip for both sexes.
Racial Differences
Don't let ethnic bias get in the way when drawing characters from different 
racial backgrounds. Stereotypes and assumptions are misleading when 
drawing different races. In truth, there are many more similarities than 
differences. Focusing on the latter tends to produce a rather insulting 
illustration.
Asian people should not be drawn with slants where their eyes should be. 
The lips of a black person should not be exaggerated, nor should they be a 
completely different hue from the rest of the face. Slight alterations from the 
features you've already learned are often more than adequate when drawing 
people of different races.
Age Differences
It's so easy to make a face look older that many artists do it unintentionally. 
Every unnecessary line that an artist adds to a face will make that face look 
older. This is especially true for lines around the mouth and eyes.
Prove it to yourself by drawing a classic head. Add lines on either side of the 
mouth, extending down from the nose. The face just got older—right before 
your eyes. Now add a smaller pair of lines just outside the first pair. Draw the 
line under the eye where the bottom ridge of the skull's eye socket would be. 
Add some crow's feet around the eyes. You've made the once-young visage 
about forty years older by adding four sets of lines.
Of course, age can be seen on the human head in other ways. Gravity's 
effects will alter a face overtime. If you drop the jaw line slightly while keeping 
the chin in the same position, you can give your characters jowls. The ears 
and nose continue to grow throughout life, so these features on an older adult (34)
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can be rounder and larger. Remember, these are potent visual effects. A 
small change to the classic features will read as a decade of difference to 
your portrait
3.3.3 CharaczUer of human being
So look again at that portrait and see if it is a truthful representation of the 
sitter, or whether you have subconsciously introduced a degree of 
exaggeration, however minor, to the face. Here are a few examples of how 
your feelings about the sitter may have influenced the final work...
Small eyes, set closely together - this person is cunning and treacherous. 
Must make sure I get paid.
Eyes look away from the viewer - this person has a guilty secret or they’re 
just plain unreliable.
Deep upper eyelids - suspicious, he thinks I've overcharged him!
Eyes are widely spaced - kindness and integrity. Oh, she can pay next time. 
Nose is rather long - curiosity, it killed the cat
Nose curves down - cupidity, she thinks she's got a bargain, know I should 
have charged more!
Thin lips- envy, wants to be as good an artist as me
Thick lips-sensual, MUST concentrate on the painting, MUST concentrate 
onthepainting...
Mouth is narrow - self-righteous, didn’t concentrate quite enough with the 
last one...
Receding chin - indecisive, his mother is paying for the portrait
Square chin - forthright, knows what she wants, and is brave enough to look 
at the truth.

3.4 LET US SUM UP
No matter how good you may be, if you don’t get the basics it wiii come 
back to bite you.so practice,
PRACTICE MAKES APERSON PERFECT !!l
In the Renaissance it was used primarily for sketches; artists such as 
Michelangelo and Raphael made many drawind studies. By the nineteenth 
century, artists used it for both sketches and finished partrait. Edgar Degas, 
for example, was a master at suggesting in bold charcoal strokes the energy 
of a gesture or the personality of a pose, as in The Violinist.

(35)
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Practice drawing the head with varies moods. . Observe how the facial 
muscles change as an expression changes.
Try taking your own reference photos.
If Adults are easier to draw than children, as their features are more sharply 
defined.
Check your progress-1
1. Draw portrait of a female

(36)
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Falling of light on head & face and its effect and study. Study of tonal 
and tint values of colours.

STRUCTURE

1.0 Objectives 

1.1 introduction
1.1.11
1.6 Letussumup
1.7 Aids to answers

INTRODUCTION
WHiLE MAKiNG A PORTAiT i know whiie you are looking at the foilowing 
images , you wonder, at the variety of light directions that are done as an 
important aspect of portrait painting. See no fancy colors, no stylized 
brushwork, why waste my time with this? Well, I think you’ll ail be surprised 
in where this goes No matter how good you may be, if you don’t get the basics 
it will come back to bite you.
The thought process behind all this is simply, simple form. All great painters 
of the past worked with this formula. Either by understanding the 
understructure of the object painted (anatomy), or by the way the form is lit in 
an environment (surface).
Here we, learn how in different ways emphasis could be given to a portrait, by 
placing light from different points, by the way the basic forms (surface) are lit 
in an environment
To understand the concept underlying this is;

Core shadowDirect light

Reflectivedight

Cast shadow

(37)
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that all portraits are made up of few basic forms of sphere, cylinder, cube and 
cone ,which we see in the diagrams but yes, these basic forms are to be 
merged in one anotherto ger the required shape and structure of a face orwe 
say it portrait

Secondary light 

plane

Shadow side

Primary Direct light 
plane

The lighting plays a ver important part in defining and bringing strong interest 
and curves of the person we are drawing.we study the different values of 
light and shade Moreover when we observe it closely the values i.e. tints and 
shades we se are further defined to as;

Light tone Middle tone

Dark tone
High Light

Reflective light
11 iiiiir~i*'i ~

CorCast
Shadow

(38)
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• Direct light
• core shadow
• reflective light
What I have done herefor understanding is that I construct in 3D, the four 
basic shapes that make up just about anything that we are going to draw or 
paint, the cone, sphere, cube and cylinder. The reality of it is. everything has 
dimensional form, usually comprising one or more of

Cast Shadow

/

Direct Light Side 

Dii'ect Light Side

Reflective light

\

Core Shadow

Cast Shadow

(39)
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cast shadow

IlKOCt^
Hi side

t

these basic shapes. The human head isn't just one of these basic forms, but 
a blend of several of them, creating a very complex form. This is why drawing 
from life is so crucial.
Understanding form in Sdimentions is the key to great painting and drawing 
.Moving onto our shapes: the sphere, cone and cylinder are all rounded in 
form. They have what is known as a core shadow. This shadow edge 
separates the light side from the dark side. Where this shadow starts is 
where the form of whatever this object is at its widest point perpendicular to 
the light source.
Referto the above images.
The dark side of these forms usually have what is known as reflective lighting 
on them. This lighting is caused by the surrounding surfaces of the object 
bouncing our light source back at the object, obviously with less intensity 
than our direct source of light. There is a gradation of value on this side, 
usually lighter at the back edge of the object, and darkening toward the core 
of the shadow. This core is so dark because it Is absolutely perpendicular to 
the light, the only plane that is not directly lit. There is some bounce light from (/0|
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the surrounding area but, it is extremely minimal. On the directly lit side of our 
rounded objects, at least in the direction I lit them all, the hottest or brightest 
planes are in the middle of the light side, again, note the images. There is 
also value transition on this side. Only it is darker toward the edge of the 
object, and usually lightens as it approaches the core shadow.
With this in mind, it is important to note that when drawing or painting, there is 
a limited range of value you use on the light and dark side of all things drawn. 
When working on the light side of an object, work in the value range of 0-4 
according to the chartgiven below. 0 being absolute white, when working on 
the dark side of an object, work in the value range of 7-10. values 5 and 6 to 
be avoided so as not to wash everything out together in halftone.

light side between 0-4 dafic side between 7-10

Highlight
The biggest problem most people have is that they don’t paint in light and 
dark. They muddie up pictures in the middle value range(the underlined 
one), not giving the image any dynamic lighting or depth in the object. Just a 
lot of pretty cartoon colored objects. Most prime time cartoons work in this 
pallete, with no significant shadows or lighting.

darkest tone

How do ail these relatively basic 
shapes fit into our picture of the old
man?

(41)
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Well, when youftDbserve the face , you find ‘•all the basic shapes together 
Given, his head is much more complex than the image created with the basic 
forms, this complexity is based upon the muscle bone and tendon structure 
under the skin that make it so. But the root of all this begins with absolutely 
basic shapes, like the ones we have learnt till now. This guy has depth, this 
guy has form, and the light is directly hitting, or reflecting back onto him. The 
light values on the light side never compete with the lighter values of dark on 
the dark side of him. He is not directly lit, he is indirectly lit in a fairly bright 
place, so he has a lot of reflective color bouncing into his skin tones. These 
colors are what they ar^ and the value that they are based on the planes of 
the head, and which way these planes are facing the light sources mentioned 
above. He doesn’t just have techno coloredskin,like the cartoonsbut different 
shades and tints- light and shadow on the face.
Separate the light side from the dark side. Light side using 0-4 on the
alue scale, and 7-10 in the dark side. No light value should ever be as dark as 
the light value on the dark side, and no light on the dark side should be as light 
as the darkest light on the light side of the object. Think about this a bit, it 
makes perfect sense, and is absolute
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This is why (drawing from life is so crucial. Understanding form in 3dimentions 
is the key to great painting and drawing

N ■ \2 Pt >y

r.

/
4

25 minutes15 minutes5 minutes
Before both century artists were used these colors and techniques in their 
subjects matter. At that time subject was important then the technique. But 
now in modern trends artist first priority is technique and their own 
techniques make their style different. They create their painting by flowing 
material, using different impacts of rough and smoothness of mixing colors in 
their palate. They cannot wait for drawind a portrait for long time. There 
imagination and mood becomes change by the time so they applying 
material through hands or quick impacts. Now medium and techniques are 
the main demand of every artist. So deveiop your style and carve your niche 
in the art scenario in the art world.

{U)
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•t ,3.9 AID TO ANSWERS
Check your progress 1.
Another part of this assignment, I want you to go take a model and observe 
him/her, and if you can see them in their bare basic forms, observing all the 
surface details, drawing those step by step, from basic form to full portrait 
sketch.

(45)
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Check your progress 2.
Your assignment if you so choose, is to recreate the four basic shapes you 
see. light them, and find their volume through the use of light and dark hitting 
the surfaces of the primitives.. And be creative, light them from different 
angles than how I lit them, and draw them from other perspectives as well. 
The object here is to find all the correct types of light and shadow, from the 
core shadow to the cast shadow, to the value banding happening across the 
surface.

• ..(46)
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Unit1: Portrait : Advanced studies complete with foreground , 

character and expression composition of model in different 
settings.
Development ofa personal style.Unit 2:

Unit1: Portrait : Advanced studies complete with foreground , 
character and expression composition of model in 
different settings.

Structure
Objectives
Introduction
Advanced studies complete with foreground, character and 
expression composition of model in different settings.
1.6 Letussumup 

Aids to answers

1.0
1.1
1.2

1.3
1.7

1.0 Objectives
A portrait is a likeness ofa person, especially theface. This definition isolates 
one essential point inportraiture. A portrait should emphasize the 
person,rather than the person's environment or somethingassociated with 
the person.

1.1 Introduction
However, a pictorial representation that portrays only a recognizable 
like nessof a person is not enough. A portrait must be more than just a 
photograph. It must have mood, personality, and possess characteristics 
from which a viewer can drawconclusions about the subject. By 
manipulatingexpressions, posing, lighting, and environments, aportrait 
photographer can portray any mood fromhappiness to gloom, as well as the 
personality of asubject. Posing the subject with familiar objects and 
environments can produce a more natural expressionand pose because the 
subject will be more at ease. Articles or props included in the scene can help 
tell moreabout the subject.Success in portraiture requires a 
thoroughunderstanding of the techniques involved, an artisticability, and a 
talent for directing the subject through adesired expression or pose. The 
portrait photographershould have a sensitivity for, and an understanding of, 
people.

{47)
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1.2 Advanced studies complete with foreground, character and 
expression composition of model in different settings.
Most people have their portrait made because theywant someone else to 
see how they look Abeautifuiwoman knows she is beautiful, and in a picture, 
shewants to appear beautiful-so make her beautiful.

A e

0c

• Having it contrast with the background
• Giving it the strongest lighting
• Posing the subject and arranging the props so allelements point to it
• Locating it at a strong point within the picturearea
Portrait Composition and Subject Placement, in portraiture theremust be 
one, and only one, principal POINT OF INTEREST.
Naturally, in a portrait, this is the subject’s face. You canemphasize the point 
of interest in a portrait by doing thefollowing:
Where are the strong points within a portrait picture space? These are the 
area swithin a portrait that attract eye attention and are thepreferred 
locations for the center of interest. In a portrait, when the main point of interest 
is locatedat Point A, the secondary point of interest should be atPoint D. If B is 
the point of interest, C become secondary interest point. Such an 
arrange mentobviously balances the composition. As stated earlier, the 
subject's face is (he point ofinterest in a portrait and, of courae, covers a 
considerablearea in the picture space. Usually in portrait 
composition, the eyes fall close to Points A or B. Butthese positions are 
approximations only. The final adjustment of the head depends upon several 
factors:the eye direction, the shape of the body, and the leadinglines.
No rule can be given for best portrait composition.Rules only give guidance 
to a rough approximation ofgood placement. You can only arrive at the OB]
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bestcomposition for each portrait through the feeling forbalance and 
subject position.When the head and shoulders are placed high in thepicture 
frame, a sense of dignity and stability is gained.Such placement is 
particularly appropriate when thesubject is a person of importance, 
However, when the head is too high viewingthe picture is uncomfortable 
because there is a feelingthat if the subject stood 
up he would bump his head.Also, when the head is 
too high, the proportion betweenhead and body 
areas becomes awkward.
The lighting plays an important role in illuminating 
a
This is an example of strong shadow cast by 
classic three-quarter lighting - both on the face 
and on the wall behind the subject - creating a 
wonderful portrait.

1

Again, the clothing and background elements 
play almost as important a role in the painting as 
the face does. And as in this portraittheartist has 
used vivid color in the flesh tones - very 
discernable pinks, yellows, green and lavender- 
to define and enliven the face in the almost total 
absence of shadow, anyone would appreciate 
the three-dimensional quality of face in this 
painting, in spite of its almost total lack of shadow.

A
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So in this portrait we’ve observed another idea for 
how we might artistically define three- 
dimensionality of faces in portraits based on flash 
snapshots: the use of heightened color in place of 
shadow.
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Unit 2: Development of a personal style.

Structure
2.0 Objectives
2.1 Introduction
2.2 Developmentofapersonalstyle
2.3 Let us sum up
2.4 Aids to answers

2.0 Objectives
To develop your iown style of portrait painting

2.1.1 introduction
1.1 There are some important points to consider while developing 

portrait in yourown style
2.2 Development of a personal style
2.2.1 You've got to make a painting of a portrait

You’ve got to make it interesting. Generally speaking just sticking' 
down a head, floating in the ether and cut off at the neck, doesn’t work. 
On the occasions that it does it will be because the artist has provided 
something of intense interest to hold your attention. Bayani artist 
above, for example, holds your interest by working with beautiful 
vibrant lines of colour. The more common way thatportrait artists use 
composition to hold your interest is by including something other than 
just a face. It may be a piece of jewellery, a patterned item of clothing, 
an expressive hand gesture (most rportrait artists are just as 
experienced at painting hands as they are faces) or an article with a 
strong association to the sitter that tells you something about who 
they are. In his rportrait of the art dealer AmbroiseVollard, Renoir 
intentionally has his subject’s hands lovingly holding a small 
sculpture. The hands add an emotive quality to the rportrait and the 
sculpture gives a narrative about the sitter’s occupation.

2.2.2 The weight distribution has gotto be convincing
The traditional compositional design for arportraitt is called ‘the 
pyramid’. There are literally thousands of examples of pyramidal 
portraits to be found including the most famous one of all, the Mona 
Lisa. But I have already used the Mona Lisa on another page and I 
like to keep things interesting, so here, instead, is a Raphael to 
demonstrate what I mean. In the pyramid composition, the head sits 
in or near the central vertical plane of the rportrait and the weight of the 
head is convincingly supported by the wider base of the shoulders
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and body. In this particular painting Raphael has included the 
children within his pyramid composition for even greater stability.
If a figure is painted at an angle, with the weight of the head not 
directly above, and within the width of, the hips, then you will have to 
provide a convincing reason why not. This may be, for example, a 
cushion for the head to lean against, or it may be a sportsman who 
clearly has the energy of movement to support his stance. This latter 
example can be extrapolated more generally in that figures and 
appendages convincingly painted at an angle often portray energy, 
whereas horizontal lines in a rportrait composition often denote calm.

2.2.3. Provide focal points in your rportrait composition
Frequently, though not always, the focal point of a rportrait is the 
eyes. Look at this rportrait of Madame Henriot by Renoir. See how 
everything is painted very loosely and impressionistically except the 
eyes which pierce you and keep drawing you back to them. To 
reinforce your focal points (and you may well have more than one) 
make the contrast between light and shadow much greater than 
anywhere else in your rportrait painting. This doesn’t mean you can’t 
have bright colour elsewhere in your rportrait (in fact bright colours in 
the foreground of a rportrait often work extremely well), just don’t do 
quite as much detail in the non focal areas and don't heavily contrast 
bright areas that are outside your focus area).

2.2.4. Defyagewithasideprofile
There is a reason why historically monarchs often have their side 
profile rportrait on coins. The focal point of a side profile is rarely the 
eye, but the actual silhouette itself. This is determined by bone 
structure and changes far less with age than a front facial image 
does. So aging monarchs liked to have side profiles on coins and in 
portraits because it made them look younger.
Have a look at this painting of Michael Ramsey by George Bruce who 
is one of my favourite contemporary master rportraitt artists. See if 
you can identify how his rhythmic loop locks you in?
Though it is not a rportrait, if you want more, another great example is 
Daniel in the Lion’s Den by Rubens. Put it into Google Images and 
have a look.

2.2.5 Use rhythm & line to lock your vi. Provide focal points in 
yourrportraitt composition
Frequently, though not always, the focal point of a rportrait is the 
eyes. Look at this rportrait of Madame Henriot by Renoir. See how 
everything is painted very looseiy and impressionistically except the 
eyes which pierce you and keep drawing you back to them. To 
reinforce your focal points (and you may well have more than one) 
make the contrast between light and shadow much greater than
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anywhere else in your rportrait painting. This doesn’t mean you can’t 
have bright colour elsewhere in your rportraitt (in fact bright colours in 
the foreground of a rportraitoften work extremely well), just don’t do 
quite as much detail in the non focal areas and don’t heavily contrast 
bright ewer into yourportrait
Rubens was a king of rhythm, so was Van Gogh. Renoir (who 
interestingly seems to be dominating this webpage!) uses it in the 
composition of this rportraitt of two girls at the piano with great effect. I 
start by looking at the head of the girl who is standing. There is a 
strong contrast between her hair and the pale green curtain behind so 
my eye is drawn to thatfocal point. Then I automatically followthe line 
of her arm down behind the blonde girl’s back. At her forearm the line 
merges with the blonde’s hair and my eye is forced around to the 
blonde’s skirts which are purposely curved upwards leading me to her 
hands, these also point upwards. I find myself looking at the piano 
manuscript, then naturally I move on to the standing girl’s other 
forearm, leaning on the piano, and before I know it the composition 
has led me back to her head again. By creating this never-ending 
rhythmic loop Renoir is, quite intentionally, preventing me from 
leaving hisrportrait painting.

2.2.6 Think about the space you leave around your model
If you want to emphasise that a person, perhaps a child, is small, then 
leave plenty of space around them and particularly above their head 
in your composition. In this painting by Rembrant the girl looks small 
and vulnerable because she is surrounded by a large amount of 
space. Beware not to fall into the trap of not having enough areas of 
interest in terms of warm or light colours in theportraitThisportraitt 
would not work if Rembrant had left the background all black. He 
purposely suffuses the canvas with a glaze of a very warm red brown 
to combat this.
Equally, If you want a person to appear important, tall and 
domineering, then leave very little space above their head in your 
composition, i.e. make them dominate therportraitt space.

Aids to answers
Draw and sketch portraits with the technioques yuo have learnt in 
drawing, sketching and painting in oil colors
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